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1 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS
This report covers market performance and highlights during the winter quarter of 2021
(December 2020 through February 2021). The results for many of the metrics presented in this
report are dominated by the impacts of the winter weather event in mid-February. Annual
figures shown on the charts in this report represent only this three-month period for each year,
unless labelled otherwise. Highlights of this winter period are as follows:
•

Average hourly load for the 2021 winter season was three percent above winter 2020.
Due to the extreme winter weather conditions in mid-February, average load for
February 2021 was 10 percent above February 2020.

•

Coal generation was the primary fuel type in terms of generation during the period at 38
percent of the total, an increase from 30 percent in winter 2020. Wind generation as a
percentage of total generation was nearly identical in winter 2020 and 2021 at 31
percent of total generation. The biggest decrease in the percent of total generation was
from gas, combined-cycle units from 19 percent of the total in winter 2020 to 15 percent
in 2021.

•

Imports increased sharply during the period, most notably in February 2021. This
increase can primarily be attributed to increased imports from MISO and PJM during the
winter event in mid-February.

•

For February, over $72 million of market-to-market payments were made from SPP to
MISO, while $20 million were made from MISO to SPP, for a net of nearly $52 million
paid from SPP to MISO. This is the highest amount of monthly market-to-market
payments since the start of the market-to-market process, and can be mostly attributed
to congestion because of high levels of imports due to the winter weather event.

•

Net virtual profits before fees for winter 2021 totaled $458 million, while net virtual
profits after fees for winter 2021 totaled $407 million. These are the highest levels of
profits since the start of the Integrated Marketplace and can be attributed to the impacts
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of the mid-February winter weather event. The majority of the profits were made at
interface settlement locations.
•

Use of market commitment status had been on a steady rise for the past two years,
however, with the winter weather event in mid-February, market commitment status
dropped to 69 percent for the month. Even with the reduction in market commitment
status in February 2021, overall market commitment status for the winter 2021 period
climbed slightly, from 74 percent in 2020 to 75 percent.

•

Self-commitment status had a corresponding increase in February, up to 28 percent of
intervals. However, even with this increase in February, overall self-commitment status
decreased for the winter period, from 24 percent in winter 2020 to 22 percent in winter
2021.

•

The winter weather event in February caused a sharp increase in real-time scarcity
intervals during the period. February saw 745 regulation-up scarcity intervals, 572
regulation-down scarcity intervals, and 648 operating reserve scarcity intervals. These
are the most scarcity intervals by far since the start of the Integrated Marketplace.

•

In addition, the winter weather event caused scarcity in the day-ahead market, which had
previously only experienced scarcity in three isolated hours since the start of the market.
On February 16, 17, and 18, all hours of the day had both regulation-up and operating
reserve scarcity in the day-ahead market. February 17 saw regulation-down scarcity in
23 out of 24 hours of the day. Much of the scarcity during this period was driven by
capacity shortages in the day-ahead market.

•

Winter 2021 saw an increase in generation outages from nearly 30,000 GWh in winter
2020 to just over 43,000 GWh in winter 2021. The increase is most pronounced among
wind and gas, combined-cycle resources. Many of the outages can be attributed to the
winter weather event in mid-February, which is covered in more detail in the special
issues section of this report, and an icing event effecting wind turbines that began in
early February.
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The extreme winter weather event in mid-February had a major impact on prices during
February. Spot gas prices at some trading hubs reached prices over $1,000/MMBtu
during the event. As a result, gas prices at the Panhandle Eastern hub averaged
$21.91/MMBtu in February 2021. For February, the average gas price at the eight most
used gas hubs by generators in the SPP footprint ranged from $129.78/MMBtu (ONG at
Tulsa) to $5.35/MMBtu (Henry Hub). Taking a simple average of those eight hubs results
in an average price of $36.61/MMBtu for February.

•

These high gas costs are more reflected in the day-ahead prices, leading to an average
day-ahead price of $504.52/MWh for February 2021. The average real-time price for
February 2021 was $186.82/MWh.

•

As with energy prices, due to the winter weather in February 2021, the four ancillary
services types all set record high prices in February.

•

During the winter season, the most congested flowgates were located in the Kansas City
area and central Kansas. Three MISO market-to-market flowgates appeared in the top
ten, which can be attributed to increased imports during the winter weather event.

•

Typically, in the day-ahead market over 99 percent of all intervals have only binding
constraints, with uncongested intervals and intervals with a breach making up just a
fraction of all intervals. However, in February 2021, due to the winter weather event, 21
percent of all intervals had a breach.

•

Overall, real-time market congestion for winter 2021 in terms of intervals with breached
flowgates increased to nearly 60 percent of all intervals. February 2021 saw a record
high 76 percent of intervals breached.

•

Total TCR funding for winter 2021 was 97 percent, up from 93 percent in winter 2020.

•

Auction revenue right funding percentages were relatively stable over the winter 2021
quarter, and were flat when compared to winter 2020.

•

A discussion of the February 2021 winter weather event is contained in the special issues
section of this report.
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2 LOAD AND RESOURCES
This chapter reviews load and resources in the SPP market for the winter 2021 period. Key
points from this chapter include:
•

Average hourly load for the 2021 winter season was three percent above winter 2020.
Due to the extreme winter weather conditions in mid-February, average load for
February 2021 was 10 percent above February 2020.

•

Coal generation was the primary fuel type in terms of generation during the period at 38
percent of the total, an increase from 30 percent in winter 2020. Wind generation as a
percentage of total generation was nearly identical in winter 2020 and 2021 at 31
percent of total generation. The biggest decrease in the percent of total generation was
from gas, combined-cycle units from 19 percent of the total in winter 2020 to 15 percent
in 2021.

•

Wind generation nameplate capacity at the end of February 2021 was 27,612 MW. This
is an increase of nearly 5,000 MW from the prior year.

•

Imports increased sharply during the period, most notably in February 2021. This
increase can primarily be attributed to increased imports from MISO and PJM during the
winter event in mid-February. However, the level of exports remained steady through
the winter 2021 season.

•

For February, over $72 million of market-to-market payments were made from SPP to
MISO, while $20 million were made from MISO to SPP, for a net of nearly $52 million
paid from SPP to MISO. This is the highest amount of monthly market-to-market
payments since the start of the market-to-market process, and can be mostly attributed
to congestion because of high levels of imports due to the winter weather event.

•

For the winter period, total cleared virtual transactions as a percent of load were 21
percent in 2021, up from around 18 percent in winter 2020 and 17 percent in winter
2019. The February 2021 percentages are much lower than typical due to the much
higher demand experienced during the extreme cold weather in mid-February.
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Net virtual profits before fees for winter 2021 totaled $458 million, while net virtual

•

profits after fees for fall winter 2021 totaled $407 million. These are the highest levels of
profits since the start of the Integrated Marketplace and can be attributed to the impacts
of the mid-February winter weather event. The majority of the profits were made at
interface settlement locations.

2.1 LOAD
The average hourly load for each month is shown in Figure 2–1 below.
Figure 2-1

Average hourly load
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Average hourly load for the 2021 winter season was three percent above winter 2020. Due to
the extreme winter weather condition in mid-February, average load for the month in 2021 was
10 percent above 2020.
Heating and cooling degree days are used to estimate the impact of actual weather conditions
on energy consumption as shown in Figure 2–2. Regression analysis has shown that a cooling
degree has about 4.2 times the impact of a heating degree on load, so cooling degree days are
multiplied by 4.2 in the chart below.
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Figure 2-2

Load and resources

Degree days, SPP footprint
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Degree days for the 2021 winter season were about six percent above winter 2020. However,
February 2021 experienced much colder temperatures, as can be attributed to the winter
weather event mid-month, than February 2020, with a 28 percent increase in degree impact.
This was the primary driver in the load increase shown in Figure 2–1.

2.2 RESOURCES
Total monthly generation, broken down by technology type of resource, is shown below in
Figure 2–3. The “renewable” category includes biomass and other renewable resources (not
including wind, solar, and hydro resources), while the “other” category includes fuel oil and
miscellaneous resources.
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Load and resources

Generation by technology type, real-time
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Overall generation levels were up just over one percent from winter 2020 to 2021. Coal

generation was up 28 percent for the same period. Gas, simple-cycle declined 23 percent and
gas, combined-cycle generation declined 21 percent from 2020 to 2021. Wind generation was
virtually unchanged year-over-year. The increase in coal generation and decrease in gas
generation can mostly be attributed to higher gas costs in winter 2021 compared to 2020.
Figure 2–4 below shows the percentage of total generation attributed to each technology type. 1

Only the most prevalent technology types are shown in this figure. This chart does not include solar,
renewable, hydro, and miscellaneous resources.

1
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Figure 2-4

Load and resources

Generation by technology type, real-time by percent
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Coal generation was the primary fuel type in terms of generation during the winter 2021 quarter
at 38 percent of the total, an increase from 30 percent in winter 2020. Wind generation as a
percentage of total generation was nearly identical in winter 2020 and 2021 at 31 percent of
total generation. The biggest decrease in the percent of total generation was from gas,
combined-cycle units from 19 percent of the total in winter 2020 to 15 percent in 2021.
Figure 2–5 shows wind capacity (nameplate in megawatts) along with the wind capacity factor.
Note that the wind capacity figure is reported as of month-end, while the capacity factor is
reported for the entire month. 2

Wind resources may be considered in-service, but not yet in commercial operation. In this situation, the
capacity will be counted but the resource may not be providing any generation to the market.
2
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Wind capacity and capacity factor
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Figure 2-5

Load and resources
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Wind capacity in the footprint continues to grow steadily year-over-year, with nameplate wind
capacity at the end of February 2021 at 27,612 MW of nameplate capacity. The wind capacity
factor in both the day-ahead and real-time markets both dropped from winter 2020 to 2021,
with real-time capacity factor at 35 percent and day-ahead capacity factor at 25 percent. The
drop in February capacity factors can be attributed, in part, to icing that occurred in the first half
of the month. This contributed to derates of wind resources in advance of the winter weather.
Figure 2–6 and Figure 2–7 show the technology types of marginal units in both the real-time
and day-ahead markets. Marginal units set the locational marginal price in each hour in the
day-ahead market and each five-minute interval in the real-time market. One important
distinction is that virtual transactions can be marginal in the day-ahead market, but are not
included in the real-time market and, thus, cannot set the real-time price. During congested
periods, the market is effectively segmented into several sub-areas, each with its own marginal
resource(s). During non-congested periods, one resource sets the price for the entire market,
thus that resource is marginal for the interval. When there is congestion, there can be more
than one marginal unit during an interval within a particular sub-area.
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Figure 2-6
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In the day-ahead market, coal resources were the marginal technology type in about 31 percent
of intervals in winter 2021, up slightly from 28 percent in 2020. Virtual transactions set prices in
29 percent of intervals in winter 2021, virtually unchanged from 2020. Wind resources set prices
in the day-ahead market in 11 percent of intervals in winter, virtually unchanged from 2020.
Figure 2-7

Technology on the margin, real-time
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In the real-time market, wind resources set prices in 24 percent of all real-time intervals in winter
2021, up from 16 percent in 2020. Coal resources set prices 30 percent of all intervals, down
from 34 percent in 2020, while gas, combined-cycle resources also dropped from 31 percent in
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winter 2020 to 25 percent in 2021. Gas, simple-cycle resources were unchanged, setting prices
in 19 percent of all intervals in both winter 2020 and 2021.

2.3 EXTERNAL TRANSACTIONS
The SPP Integrated Marketplace has more than 6,000 MW of AC interties with MISO to the east,
810 MW of DC ties to ERCOT to the south, and over 1,000 MW of DC ties to the Western
interconnection to the west. Additionally, SPP has over 1,500 MW of interties with the
Southwestern Power Administration (SPA) in Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, and over 5,000
MW of AC interties with the Associated Electric Cooperative (AECI) in Oklahoma and Missouri.
Figure 2–8 shows average hourly imports and exports across the SPP system.
Figure 2-8

Exports and imports, SPP system
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The level of exports remained steady through the winter 2021 season. However, imports
increased, most notably in February 2021. This increase can primarily be attributed to the winter
event in mid-February. The increase was primarily driven by increased exports from MISO and
PJM into the SPP region.
SPP began the market-to-market (M2M) process with MISO in March 2015. The market-tomarket process under the joint operating agreement allows the monitoring and non-monitoring
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RTOs 3 to efficiently manage market-to-market constraints by exchanging information (shadow
prices, relief request, control indicators, etc.) and using the RTO with the more economic
redispatch to address flows.
Each RTO is allocated property rights on market-to-market constraints. These are known as firm
flow entitlements (FFE), and each RTO calculates its real-time usage, known as market flow.
RTOs exchange money (market-to-market settlements) for redispatch based on the nonmonitoring RTO’s market flow in relation to its firm flow entitlement. The non-monitoring RTO
receives money from the monitoring RTO if its market flow is below its firm flow entitlement.
The non-monitoring RTO pays the monitoring RTO if its market flow is above its firm flow
entitlement.
The total monthly market-to-market payments are shown in Figure 2–9, while the market-tomarket payments by flowgate (with payments more than $1,000,000) for the winter period are
shown in Figure 2–10.
Figure 2-9

Market-to-market, monthly
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The RTO which manages the most limiting element of the constraint is the monitoring RTO. In most
cases, the monitoring RTO has most of the impact and resources that provided the most effective relief
of a congested constraint.
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On a monthly basis, payments are predominantly from MISO to SPP for most of year, with the
exceptions typically being during the summer months. As with many other metrics in this
report, the effects of the winter weather event in mid-February dominate the results for the
winter period. For February, over $72 million of market-to-market payments were made from
SPP to MISO, while $20 million were made from MISO to SPP, for a net of nearly $52 million
paid from SPP to MISO. This is the highest amount of monthly market-to-market payments
since the start of the market-to-market process, and can be mostly attributed to congestion
because of high levels of imports due to the winter weather event.

Payments/receipts ($ millions)

Figure 2-10
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Market to market, by flowgate
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Flowgates with over $5 million in payments
TMP292_25845* Nashua MPS-Liberty West Tap 161kV (MPS) ftlo Nashua-Hawthorn 345kV (WR)
TMP435_26418^ Loose Creek-Franks 345kV (AECI-AMRN) ftlo Franks-Bland 345kV (AECI-AMRN)
RUSERUANOFTS^ Russellville East-Russellville South 161kV (EES) ftlo Arkansas Nuclear-Fort Smith 500kV (EES-OKGE)
TMP108_25016^ El Dorado EHV transformer 500kV/1 (EES) ftlo El Dorado EHV-Mount Olive 500kV (EES)
TMP307_26438^ Layfield-Caroll 230kV (CLEC) ftlo Sarepta-Longwood 345kV (CSWS-EES)
* SPP market-to-market flowgate
^ MISO market-to-market flowgate

During winter 2021, the flowgate with the highest payments from MISO to SPP of nearly $10
million was TMP292_25845 (Nashua MPS-Liberty West Tap 161kV [MPS] for the loss of NashuaHawthorn 345kV [WR]). For payments from SPP to MISO, the top flowgate in winter 2021 was
TMP307_26438 (Layfield-Caroll 230kV [CLEC] for the loss of Sarepta-Longwood 345kV [CSWSEES]) with nearly $28 million in payments.
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2.4 VIRTUAL TRADING
Virtual trading in the day-ahead market aims to facilitate convergence between the day-ahead
and real-time prices, while helping to improve the efficiency of the day-ahead market and
moderate market power. Virtual transactions scheduled in the day-ahead market are settled in
the real-time market.
Virtual demand bids are profitable when the real-time energy price is higher than the day-ahead
price. Virtual supply offers are profitable when the day-ahead energy price is higher than the
real-time price.
The following figures show both cleared and uncleared virtual demand bids (Figure 2–11) and
supply offers (Figure 2–12).
Figure 2-11
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Figure 2-12

Load and resources

Virtual supply offers
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As these figures show, cleared demand bids have been basically flat from winter 2019 to 2021,
while cleared supply offers have continued to grow steadily in that same period.
Cleared virtual transactions as a percent of load are shown in Figure 2–13.
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Figure 2-13
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For the winter period, total cleared virtual transactions as a percent of load were 21 percent in
2021, up from around 18 percent in winter 2020 and 17 percent in winter 2019. The February
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2021 percentages are much lower than typical due to the much higher demand experienced
during the extreme cold weather in mid-February.
Generally, market participants with physical assets (resources and/or load) place virtual
transactions in order to hedge physical obligations. In contrast, financial-only market
participants generally place virtual transactions to arbitrage prices.
Figure 2–14 and Figure 2–15 show virtual transactions by participant type, either financial-only
entities, or entities with resources and/or load. These figures show that financial-only market
participants place the vast majority of virtual transactions.
Figure 2-14
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Figure 2-15
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Virtual demand bids by financial-only participants for the winter season rose slightly from winter
2020 to 2021, while virtual supply offers by financial-only participants continues to increase
steadily over the past three winter seasons, from nearly 1,900 GWh in winter 2019 to nearly
2,600 GWh in winter 2021. While the number of virtual demand bids and supply offers by
resource/load owners has remained low compared to financial-only participants over time, both
demand bids and supply offers by resource/load owners have remained flat from winter 2020 to
2021.
Virtual transactions can be made at hubs, interfaces, loads, and resources, as shown in Figure 2–
16.
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Figure 2-16
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The great majority of virtual transactions are made at resources (primarily wind resources), with
an average of just over 2,600 GW in winter 2021, compared to 2,000 GW in winter 2019. Virtual
transactions at hubs, interfaces, and loads all grew from winter 2020 to 2021. Historically,
participants have placed the fewest virtual transactions at external interfaces and hubs. While
virtual transactions at load locations overall represent about 20 percent of all virtuals, they have
been slowly increasing over the past few years.
As with the volume of virtual transactions, the majority of the profits (before fees), shown in
Figure 2–17, from virtual transactions are derived from resource locations.
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Figure 2-17
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Another impact of the winter weather event was that interfaces saw the highest monthly profit
in February at just over $240 million. Virtual transactions at resource locations saw monthly
profit for February at just over $106 million, while hubs had just over $62 million and loads just
over $22 million in the month. These are the highest monthly profit figures since the start of the
Integrated Marketplace.
Overall profit and loss from virtual transactions, both before and after fees, is shown in Figure 2–
18.
Figure 2-18
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Net virtual profits before fees for winter 2021 totaled $458 million, while net virtual profits after
fees for fall winter 2021 totaled $407 million. This extremely high level of profits can be
attributed to the impacts of the mid-February winter weather event.
Applying the profit and loss from virtual transactions on a per megawatt basis is shown in Figure
2-19.
Figure 2-19
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On a per megawatt basis, profit before fees from virtual transactions for February 2021 was
nearly $140/MW and profit after fees the same month was just under $126/MW.
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3 UNIT COMMITMENT AND DISPATCH
This chapter reviews unit commitment and dispatch processes in the SPP market for the winter
2021 period. Key points from this chapter include:
•

Use of market commitment status had been on a steady rise for the past two years,
however, with the winter weather event in mid-February, market commitment status
dropped to 69 percent for the month. Even with the reduction in market commitment
status in February 2021, overall market commitment status for the winter 2021 period
climbed slightly, from 74 percent in 2020 to 75 percent.

•

Self-commitment status had a corresponding increase in February, up to 28 percent of
intervals. However, even with this increase in February, overall self-commitment status
decreased for the winter period, from 24 percent in winter 2020 to 22 percent in winter
2021.

•

Winter 2021 saw 64 percent of megawatts dispatched from resources in market status,
up from 60 percent in winter 2020 and 42 percent in winter 2019.

•

The winter weather event in February caused a sharp increase in real-time scarcity
intervals during the period. February saw 745 regulation-up scarcity intervals, 572
regulation-down scarcity intervals, and 648 operating reserve scarcity intervals. These
are the most scarcity intervals by far since the start of the Integrated Marketplace.

•

In addition, the winter weather event caused scarcity in the day-ahead market, which had
previously only experienced scarcity in three isolated hours since the start of the market.
On February 16, 17, and 18, all hours of the day had both regulation-up and operating
reserve scarcity in the day-ahead market. February 17 saw regulation-down scarcity in
23 out of 24 hours of the day. Much of the scarcity during this period was driven by
capacity shortages in the day-ahead market.

•

Winter 2021 saw an increase in generation outages from nearly 30,000 GWh in winter
2020 to just over 43,000 GWh in winter 2021. The increase is most pronounced among
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wind and gas, combined-cycle resources. Many of the outages can be attributed to the
winter weather event in mid-February, which is covered in more detail in the special
issues section of this report, and an icing event effecting wind turbines that began in
early February.

3.1 UNIT COMMITMENT
The day-ahead market provides market participants with the ability to submit offers to sell
energy, regulation-up service, regulation-down service, spinning reserves, and supplemental
reserves, and/or to submit bids to purchase energy. The day-ahead market co-optimizes the
clearing of energy and operating reserve products out of the available capacity. All day-ahead
market products are traded and settled on an hourly basis.
Participation in the day-ahead market tends to be robust for both generation and load in the
market. Load procures over 98 percent of its requirements in the day ahead market. Loadserving entities consistently offered generation into the day-ahead market at levels in excess of
the requirements of the limited day-ahead must-offer obligation. Participation by merchant
generation—for which no such obligation exists—was comparable to that of the load-serving
entities.
Figure 3–1 shows the real-time average peak hour capacity overage. SPP calculates the amount
of capacity overage required for the operating day to ensure that unit commitment is sufficient
to reliably serve load in real time while maintaining the operating reserve requirements.
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Figure 3-1
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Peak hour capacity overage, real-time average
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The average peak hour overage 4 for winter 2021 was just under 4,000 MW, down slightly from
2020.
Figure 3–2 shows the status, by percent, of the physical resources offered in the day-ahead
market. 5 This metric replaces a previous metric that used nameplate capacity and included
capacity on outage and not-participating status. The new metric gives a better view of
resources available in market status, and those offered by self-commitment as well as reliability
status, as it includes only resources that could be committed by the RTO.

4

The calculation for real-time average peak hour capacity overage is: economic maximum – load – net
scheduled interchange – (regulation up + spinning reserves + supplemental reserves). All capacity from
wind generation is not included in the economic maximum. Only capacity from traditional fuel
resources is included in this calculation.

5

All resources offered use their economic maximum for this capacity calculation.
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Use of market commitment status had been on a steady rise for the past two years, however,
with the winter weather event in mid-February, market commitment status dropped to 69
percent for the month. Even with the reduction in market commitment status in February 2021,
overall market commitment status for the winter 2021 period climbed slightly, from 74 percent
to 75 percent from 2020. Self-commitment status had a corresponding increase in February, up
to 28 percent of intervals. However, even with this increase in February, overall selfcommitment status decreased for the winter period, from 24 percent in winter 2020 to 22
percent in winter 2021.
While we view the reduction of self-commitment offers as a positive trend, we continue to
encourage market participants and the RTO to find ways to enhance market efficiencies and
reduce self-commitment. 6
Figure 3–3 shows the percentage of dispatch megawatts by commitment status in the dayahead market. All output from a self-committed unit is counted as self.

See the MMU’s whitepaper on self-commitment, Self-committing in SPP markets: Overview, impacts,
and recommendations.
6
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Figure 3-3
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The volume of market-committed 7 megawatts has been on a significant increasing trend
recently. Winter 2021 saw 64 percent of megawatts dispatched from resources in market status,
up from 60 percent in winter 2020 and 42 percent in winter 2019. Generation dispatched in selfcommitment status indicates that the energy produced was from a resource that was not
economically selected by the day-ahead market’s centralized unit commitment process.
Self-commitment shifts the merit order of the supply curve by treating the self-committed
generators as price insensitive at their minimum, which shifts the supply curve to the right. The
expected result of a rightward shift in supply is a decline in the marginal price of energy.
Figure 3–4 shows on-line capacity commitment as a percent of demand.

Reliability unit commitments that continued to run in the day-ahead market were considered a market
commitment.

7
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Figure 3-4
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The capacity commitment as a percent of average monthly demand for the past three winter
seasons has ranged from around 118 percent to 121 percent. The periods with an increase in
capacity as a percent of demand may reflect operator actions to commit additional capacity to
meet uncertainty, as was done during the winter weather event in February. As was stated in the
2018 Annual State of the Market report and updated in the 2019 Annual State of the Market
report, 8 the MMU is continuing to promote the development of an uncertainty product to help
remediate this issue.

3.2 SCARCITY
A scarcity price is a price that reflects the value of a product when there is not enough of the
product to meet the demand. SPP’s market uses marginal cost pricing, which prices a product
by the cost to produce the next increment. When a product is scarce, there may not be an
additional supplier, so price cannot be determined by the next increment. In this case, a scarcity
price is used to set marginal price. The Integrated Marketplace uses demand curves to set
graduated scarcity prices so that small scarcities are priced lower than large scarcities. Scarcity

8

SPP MMU 2019 Annual State of the Market report.
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prices inform market participants that the product was short and incentivize future provision of
that product, and should provide representation of the reliability risk of not having a product.
When an insufficient amount of regulation-up service, regulation-down service, or contingency
reserve is cleared, a scarcity price is set by a demand curve. The scarcity of these products can
be caused by a lack of capacity or a lack of ramp. Scarcities are due to capacity when there are
insufficient resources at maximum output available to meet demand. Scarcities are due to ramp
when sufficient capacity is available, but ramp rate limitations do not allow access to the full
capacity. When multiple products compete for the same, limited capability of resources, the
scarcity of one product can also raise the price of other products.
Regulation and operating reserve scarcities are priced by demand curves. The regulation
demand curves, for both up and down, consist of six steps with a maximum of $600/MW. The
operating reserve demand curve consists of three steps with a maximum of $1,100/MW.
The clearing engine does not record the reason for the scarcity, (i.e., capacity or ramp.) The
MMU suggests that SPP capture the appropriate information so that the reason for the scarcity
will be transparent.
Figure 3–5 displays the number of scarcity intervals and prices for scarcity by month, along with
an annual comparison of monthly averages. Typically, more regulation-down is available than
regulation-up. First, variable energy resources are able to provide regulation-down and not
regulation-up. Second, the market dispatches energy from a resource’s minimum until it is no
longer profitable or until the resource is limited by a parameter, such as ramp rate up or a
maximum operating limit. Consequently, many resources are operating closer to their maximum
than their minimum which provides more downward capability than upward capability.
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Scarcity intervals and marginal energy cost, real-time
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The winter weather event in February caused a sharp increase in real-time scarcity intervals
during the period. February saw 745 regulation-up scarcity intervals, 572 regulation-down
scarcity intervals, and 648 operating reserve scarcity intervals.
More scarcity intervals generally occur during the shoulder spring and fall seasons, as these
months typically have high wind production, low load, and more generator outages. However,
during February, record winter demand along with significant increases in fuel related outages
that restricted supply, greatly contributed to the record number of scarcity events during the
month.
The average scarcity price for operating reserve scarcity for the winter increased to $628/MW in
2021. The average scarcity price for both regulation-up and regulation-down intervals both
increased slightly in winter 2021, to $183/MW and $145/MW, respectively.
In addition, February 2021 saw the first widespread scarcity in the day-ahead market. Prior to
February, only three other hours (in December 2020) had day-ahead scarcity since the start of
the Integrated Marketplace. Day-ahead scarcity by month is shown in Figure 3-6.
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For the month of February, 107 hours had regulation-up scarcity, 105 hours had operating
reserve scarcity, and 55 hours had regulation-down scarcity. The average regulation-up scarcity
price was $486/MWh, regulation-down was $131/MWh, and operating reserve scarcity was
$1,061/MWh. Much of the scarcity during this period was driven by capacity shortages in the
day-ahead market. As such, the RTO invoked scarcity pricing per market protocols section
4.3.1.2.1, which governs market clearing during a capacity shortage.

3.3 GENERATION OUTAGES
Generation outages by fuel type of resource are shown in Figure 3-7. This metric shows the
total gigawatt-hours of resources on outage and derated for each fuel type.
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Winter 2021 saw an increase in generation outages from nearly 30,000 GWh in winter 2020 to
just over 43,000 GWh in winter 2021. The increase is most pronounced among wind and gas,
combined-cycle resources. Outages for gas, combined-cycle resources climbed from nearly
3,400 GWh in winter 2020 to nearly 7,700 GWh in 2021. Outages for wind resources increased
from 2,800 GWh in winter 2020 to just over 7,300 GWh in 2021. Many of the outages can be
attributed to the winter weather event in mid-February, which is covered in more detail in the
special issues section of this report, and an icing event effecting wind turbines that began in
early February.
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4 MARKET PRICES AND COSTS
This chapter reviews prices in the SPP market for the winter 2021 period. Key points from this
chapter include:
•

The extreme winter weather event in mid-February had a major impact on prices during
February. Spot gas prices at some trading hubs reached prices over $500/MMBtu during
the event and in some cases over $800/MMBtu and even $1200/MMBtu. As a result, gas
prices at the Panhandle Eastern hub averaged $21.91/MMBtu in February 2021. For
February, the average gas price at the eight most used gas hubs by generators in the SPP
footprint ranged from $129.78/MMBtu (ONG at Tulsa) to $5.35/MMBtu (Henry Hub).
Taking a simple average of those eight hubs results in an average price of $36.61/MMBtu
for February.

•

These high gas costs are more reflected in the day-ahead prices, leading to an average
day-ahead price of $504.52/MWh for February 2021. The average real-time price for
February 2021 was $186.82/MWh.

•

The areas with highest prices in the footprint for the winter are found in the southeast
portion of the SPP footprint, concentrated around southwest Missouri and southeast
Oklahoma.

•

Winter 2021 had just over 11 percent of all asset owner intervals in the real-time market
with negative prices, compared to just under five percent in winter 2020. Like the dayahead market, all months in winter 2021 saw an increase from 2020. February 2021 had
15 percent of all real-time intervals with negative prices, over double the previous year.

•

As with energy prices, due to the winter weather in February 2021, the four ancillary
services types all set record high prices for the month of February.
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4.1 MARKET PRICES
Historically, gas and electricity prices have been highly correlated in the SPP market. Workably
competitive electricity markets are expected to see highly correlated gas costs and electricity
prices in general.
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The extreme winter weather event in mid-February had a major impact on prices during
February. Some of the effects will be discussed in more detail in the special issues section of this
report. Daily spot gas prices at some trading hubs reached prices over $500/MMBtu during the
event, and in some cases over $1,000/MWh. As a result, gas prices at the Panhandle Eastern
hub averaged $21.91/MMBtu in February 2021. For February, the average gas price at the eight
most used gas hubs by generators in the SPP footprint ranged from $129.78/MMBtu (ONG at
Tulsa) to $5.35/MMBtu (Henry Hub). Taking a simple average of those eight hubs results in an
average price of $36.61/MMBtu for February. These high gas costs are more reflected in the
day-ahead prices, leading to an average day-ahead price of $504.52/MWh for February 2021.
The average real-time price for February 2021 was $186.82/MWh.
Implied heat rate shows the relative efficiency of generation required to cover the variable costs
of production, given system prices. Figure 4–2 shows the implied heat rate for the past three
years.
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As the figure above shows, the implied heat rate dropped from winter 2020 to winter 2021. This
drop can partially be attributed to the effects of the winter weather event, which saw an increase
in coal generation and a decrease in gas generation. If the average gas price from the eight
hubs discussed above were used in this calculation, rather than the price at the Panhandle
Eastern hub (as has been used historically), the implied heat rate for February would drop from
the 8,500 Btu/KWh shown in the chart above to 5,100 Btu/KWh. Typically, the implied heat rate
is lowest in the shoulder months (spring and fall), primarily due to lower loads as well as
increased wind generation, and highest in the summer period due to higher loads coupled with
generally lower levels of wind generation.
Figure 4–3 shows the day-ahead to real-time price divergence at the SPP system level. Price
divergence is calculated as the difference between day-ahead and real-time prices, using system
prices for each five-minute (real-time) or hour (day-ahead) interval. Price divergence percent is
calculated as the day-ahead price minus the real-time price, divided by the day-ahead price.
The absolute divergence is calculated by taking the absolute value of the divergence for each
interval.
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As can be expected from the high and fluctuating prices during the winter weather event in
February, divergence for the month was quite high. Absolute divergence is the best
measurement of divergence, as this method eliminates the “softening” of averages when
positive and negative values are encountered. Absolute divergence for February was nearly
$400/MWh. Prior to February, the continued steadiness of absolute divergence is an
encouraging sign, as price convergence is an indicator of an effectively and efficiently operating
market. 9 Notwithstanding February, though price divergence has improved over time, the
implementation of a ramping capability product in fall 2021 should address some of the
ramping limitations that can cause price volatility. 10
Overall price patterns between the day-ahead and real-time markets are similar, as shown on
the price contour maps below in Figure 4–4 and Figure 4-5. Blue represents lower prices, while
yellow and red represent higher prices. Significant color changes across the map signify
constraints that limit the transmission of electricity from one area to another.

For example, if one hour had a price divergence of +$10/MWh and the next hour had a price divergence
of −$10/MWh, the average divergence for those two hours would be zero. By using the absolute
divergence, the absolute average divergence would be $10/MWh.
9

The design for a ramping product was approved by FERC on July 16, 2020. Tariff Revisions to Add
Ramp Capability, Docket No. ER20-1617.
10
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Price map, winter (off-peak)

Typically, lower prices are more prevalent in the west-central part of the footprint due to
abundant low-cost wind generation in that area. However, this can change because of localized
congestion and outages. Because of the high prices system-wide in February, variations in price
levels are more difficult to discern on the maps. As shown above, off-peak prices in the dayahead market were higher, with prices average around $150/MWh, than those in the real-time
market, with averages around $60/MWh. The lowest prices for the winter period in the off-peak
hours in both the day-ahead and real-time markets were found around the Sidney tie to the
western interconnection in western Nebraska.
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Price map, winter (on-peak)

In the on-peak hours, day-ahead prices averaged around $240/MWh for the winter 2021 period,
while real-time prices averaged around $100/MWh. In the day-ahead, on-peak hours, much like
the day-ahead off-peak hours, the lowest prices are found around the Sidney tie to the western
interconnection in western Nebraska. In the real-time, on-peak hours, prices are generally
around $50/MWh to $60/MWh higher on average in the southern half of the SPP footprint
compared to the northern half.
Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 display average prices paid by load-serving entity for the fall period
and the last 12 months.
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Average prices for the winter period were the highest in entities around southwest Missouri, and
lowest in the northern portion of the SPP footprint.
Figure 4-7
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Over the past 12 months, entities around southwest Missouri and eastern Oklahoma saw the
highest prices overall, while entities in the northern portion of the footprint and in western
Kansas saw the lowest prices overall. Western Kansas has abundant low-cost generation,
primarily wind, while the northwest portion of the footprint has primarily low-cost coal and
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hydro generation. Typically, entities in those portions of the SPP footprint see some of the
lowest prices overall.
Figure 4-8 shows monthly average day-ahead and real-time prices for the SPP North and SPP
South trading hubs. A trading hub is a settlement location consisting of an aggregation of price
nodes for financial and trading purposes.
Figure 4-8
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Because of an abundance of lower-cost generation in the northern part of the SPP footprint,
historically prices at the North hub have typically been lower than the South hub. For winter
2021, average real-time prices were $266/MWh at the South hub and $182/MWh at the North
hub. However, in the day-ahead market, the average price for winter 2021 was around
$525/MWh at the South hub and $483/MWh at the North hub.
In addition, hub prices can be broken down into on-peak and off-peak prices, as shown in
Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-9
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Historically, there has been a price spread between on- and off-peak prices at both hubs around
$10/MWh. Obviously, with the high prices experienced during the winter weather event, the
spread between on-peak and off-peak prices has grown larger. On average, while there are
monthly variations, the spread between on-peak and off-peak prices has remained fairly
consistent over the past several years.
While negative prices are a legitimate market outcome, they can make it difficult for generators
to earn revenue. Negative price intervals can be caused by many different factors including high
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amounts of wind generation, self-commitment of resources in the day-ahead market, negative
natural gas prices, and external impacts. Negative price intervals for the day-ahead market are
shown in Figure 4-11.

Percent negative price intervals

Figure 4-11
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In winter 2021, nearly four percent of settlement location intervals 11 in the day-ahead market
had prices below zero. This is up from just under one percent in 2020. The increase can be
attributed, in part, to the increase in wind capacity over the prior year for the winter period.
During the winter weather event (February 11 to 20), the last four hours on February 20 had one
settlement location with negative prices.
Typically, the frequency of negative price intervals in the real-time market is about three times
that of the day-ahead market as shown in Figure 4-12.

11

Settlement location intervals are calculated as the number of settlement locations serving load that are
active in an interval. For example, if there 100 settlement locations active in one five minute interval
throughout an entire 30 day month, the total asset owner intervals would be 864,000 for the month
(100 settlement locations * 288 intervals per day * 30 days).
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Figure 4-12
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Winter 2021 had just over 11 percent of all settlement location intervals in the real-time market
with negative prices, compared to just under five percent in winter 2020. Like the day-ahead
market, all months in winter 2021 saw an increase from 2020. February 2021 had 15 percent of
all intervals with negative prices, over double the previous year. As noted with the increase in
the frequency of day-ahead negative prices, the increase in real-time negative prices can be
attributed, in part, to the increase in wind capacity for the winter period as compared to last
year. For the period from February 11 to 20, total real-time negative price intervals were just
over five percent, roughly one-third of the level for the entire month of February.
During SPP’s Holistic Integrated Tariff Team process, the MMU discussed potential concerns
with unduly low offers on price. The Holistic Integrated Tariff Team ultimately adopted a
recommendation to review the effects of these offers and potentially develop automatic
mitigation to ensure that prices are only negative when market fundamentals dictate it. 12 After
study and completion of a white paper, 13 the MMU identified specific problems with the
recommendation: load prices are on average $5/MWh lower, generator prices are less negative,
and breached transmission lines are reduced by 25 percent when offers of -$500/MWh are
12

SPP Holistic Integrated Tariff Team report, page 25.

13

SPP MMU Study of Unduly Low Offers white paper.
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replaced by -$100/MWh offers. As such, an adjustment to the market floor is recommended for
addition to the Market Roadmap.

4.2 OPERATING RESERVE MARKET
The following figures (Figure 4-13 through Figure 4-16) show marginal clearing prices for the
four operating reserve products: (1) regulation-up, (2) regulation-down, (3) spinning reserve,
and (4) supplemental reserve. The regulation products are used to ensure the amount of
generation matches load on a subinterval basis. Generators respond to regulation instructions
in seconds. Spinning and supplemental products are reserved for contingency situations and
respond to instructions within ten minutes.
Figure 4-13
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Another impact of the mid-February winter weather event was an increase in regulation-up
prices. Reaching the highest levels since the start of the Integrated Marketplace, day-ahead
regulation-up for February 2021 was almost $275/MW and real-time regulation-up was nearly
$110/MW. Demand for increased generation during the event was high, resulting in the higher
regulation-up prices. Units incur higher opportunity costs to provide ancillary services.
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Regulation-down prices
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Regulation-down prices also reached record highs in February, with day-ahead regulation-down
at just over $16/MW and real-time regulation-down at just over $24/MW.
Figure 4-15
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Figure 4-16
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Like the other ancillary service products, both spinning and supplemental reserves hit record
highs in February 2021 because of the winter weather event. Spinning reserve prices hit
$191/MW in the day-ahead market, and $75/MW in the real-time market, while supplemental
reserves reached $172/MW in the day-ahead market and nearly $70/MW in the real-time
market.
Outside the winter weather event, reserve prices have generally been low. Correspondingly, SPP
operators remain concerned about wind forecast errors and often manually commit resources
for capacity. These concerns do not appear to be addressed with the supplemental reserve
product, because of its short time frame. The uncertainty product under development by SPP,
which is also a Holistic Integrated Tariff Team recommendation, should help compensate
generators that are specifically needed to mitigate the risk associated with wind forecast error. 14

14

SPP Holistic Integrated Tariff Team report, page 18.
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4.3 MITIGATION
SPP uses an automated conduct and impact mitigation approach to address potential market
power abuse. SPP resources’ incremental energy, start-up, no-load, and operating reserve offers
are subject to mitigation for economic withholding.
Mitigation frequency varies across products in the SPP market. Figure 4-17 shows the frequency
of mitigation of incremental energy, operating reserves, and no-load costs in the day-ahead
market.
Figure 4-17
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Mitigation frequency in energy, operating reserves, and no-load in the day-ahead market
remains low, however, beginning November 2020, operating reserve mitigation began to climb.
Generally speaking, as wind increases, congestion increases which increases instances of local
market power, which increases potential candidates for mitigation. The MMU is studying this
increased mitigation, and will report on the findings in an upcoming report.
For the real-time market, the mitigation of incremental energy is shown in Figure 4-18.
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Figure 4-18
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Mitigation frequency in the real-time market has remained at very low levels, with less than 0.03
percent of resource intervals mitigated in real-time in each month in through November 2020.
However, an increase in real-time mitigation began in December 2020, peaking in January 2021.
The MMU is studying this increased mitigation, and will report on the findings in an upcoming
report.
Figure 4-19 shows the mitigation of start-up offers for different commitment types.
Figure 4-19
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The overall level for mitigation of start-up offers climbed slightly from winter 2020 to 2021.
Overall, levels of start-up offer mitigation remain low.

4.4 UPLIFT
A make-whole payment (uplift) is paid to a generator when the market commits a generator
with offered costs exceeding the realized market revenue from providing energy and ancillary
services for the commitment period. The day-ahead make-whole payment (Figure 4-20) applies
to commitments from the day-ahead market. Day-ahead make-whole payments are typically
less frequent and smaller in magnitude than those in the real-time market, though this was not
the case in February.
Figure 4-20
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Typically, most day-ahead make-whole payments are attributed to coal and gas resources.
Winter 2021 day-ahead make-whole payments were dominated by the winter weather event in
February, with $516 million in payments to gas, combined-cycle resources, and $419 million in
payments to gas, simple-cycle resources. These make-whole payments were driven by the high
natural gas prices.
The reliability unit commitment (RUC) make-whole payment (Figure 4-21) applies to
commitments made in the day-ahead RUC, intra-day RUC processes, short-term RUC, and
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manual commitments. The majority of the reliability unit commitment make-whole payments
are paid to gas resources, and more specifically gas simple-cycle resources.
Figure 4-21
Make-whole payments ($ millions)
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Winter 2021 monthly reliability unit commitment make-whole payments totaled just over $200
million, due to the winter weather event in February. In total, day-ahead and real-time makewhole payments were about $1.14 billion for the quarter. Make-whole payments since inception
of the integrated marketplace in 2014 through 2020 totaled approximately $550 million. The
make-whole payments during the February weather event are subject to revision on subsequent
settlements statements as the MMU verifies actual costs of resources with offers over
$1,000/MWh.
Revenue neutrality uplift (RNU), shown in Figure 4-22, ensures settlement payments/receipts for
each hourly settlement interval equal zero. Positive revenue neutrality uplift indicates that SPP
receives insufficient revenue and collects from market participants. Negative revenue-neutrality
uplift indicates where SPP receives excess revenue, which must be credited back to market
participants.
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Figure 4-22
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amounts shown are from the latest available settlement data and are subject to change due to resettlements

Total revenue neutrality uplift for 2020 was -$8.2 million, due to the large negative total for
February of -$18.4 million. This can be attributed to the February winter weather event.
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5 CONGESTION AND TRANSMISSION
RIGHTS MARKET
This chapter reviews congestion and transmission congestion rights in the SPP market for the
winter 2021 period. Key points from this chapter include:
•

During the winter season, the most congested flowgates were located in the Kansas City
area and central Kansas. Three MISO market-to-market flowgates appeared in the top
ten, which can be attributed to increased imports during the winter weather event.

•

Typically, in the day-ahead market over 99 percent of all intervals have only binding
constraints, with uncongested intervals and intervals with a breach making up just a
fraction of all intervals. However, in February 2021, due to the winter weather event, 21
percent of all intervals had a breach.

•

Overall, real-time market congestion for winter 2021 in terms of intervals with breached
flowgates increased to nearly 60 percent of all intervals. February 2021 saw a record
high 76 percent of intervals breached.

•

The deficit between the congestion payments and the total congestion cost shows that
overall, for the quarter, load-serving entities did not fully cover their congestion cost
through the congestion hedging market.

•

Total TCR funding for winter 2021 was 97 percent, up from 93 percent in winter 2020.

•

Auction revenue right funding percentages were relatively stable over the winter 2021
quarter, and were flat when compared to winter 2020.

5.1 CONGESTION
The impact of a constraint on the market is represented by its shadow price, which reflects the
magnitude of congestion on the path represented by the flowgate. The shadow price indicates
the marginal value of an additional increment of relief on a congested constraint in reducing the
total production costs. This is the marginal congestion component of the energy price.
Congestion by shadow price for the winter period is shown in Figure 5–1, while congestion by
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shadow price for the rolling 12-month period ending February 2021 is shown in Figure 5–2.
Areas of the footprint experience varying congestion, which is caused by many factors, including
transmission bottlenecks, transmission and generation outages (planned or unplanned), weather
events, and external impacts.
Congestion by shadow price, winter
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Figure 5-1

Real-time average shadow price
Day-ahead average shadow price
Real-time percent intervals congested
Day-ahead percent intervals congested
TMP292_25845* Nashua MPS-Liberty West Tap 161kV (MPS) ftlo Nashua-Hawthorn 345kV (WR)
TMP158_26138 Colby-Atwood 115kV (MIDW) ftlo 5 contingent elements 115kV (SECI)
TMP247_26160 Arnold-Ransom 115kV (SECI) ftlo Axtell-Post Rock 345kV (MIDW)
RUSERUANOFTS^ Russellville East-Russellville South 161kV (EES) ftlo Arkansas Nuclear-Fort Smith 500kV (EES-OKGE)
TMP208_24721 Okeene-Dover Sw. 138kV (WFEC) ftlo Waukomis-Waukomis Tap 138kV (OKGE)
TEMP92_25953^ Moberly-Overton 161kV (AMRN) ftlo Thomas Hill-McCredie Sw 345kV (AECI)
FRAMIDCANCED Franklin-Midwest 138kV (WFEC-OKGE) ftlo Cedar Lane-Canadian 138kV (OKGE)
NEORIVNEOBLC* Neosho-Riverton 161kV (EDE-WR) ftlo Neosho-Blackberry 345kV (AECI-WR)
TMP307_26438^ Layfield-Caroll 230kV (CLEC) ftlo Sarepta-Longwood 345kV (CSWS-EES)
TMP348_25258 Snake Creek-Alliance 115kV (NPPD) ftlo Stegall-Wayside 230kV (WAUE)
* SPP market-to-market flowgate
^ MISO market-to-market flowgate

During the winter season, the top three most congested flowgates were in the Kansas City area
(TMP292_25845) and central Kansas (TMP158_26138 and TMP247_26160). Most of the
congestion can be attributed to high west-to-east flows, along with outside impacts in
northwest Missouri. In addition, three MISO flowgates appear in the top ten congested
flowgates for the winter, due to high levels of imports during the winter weather event.
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Congestion by shadow price, rolling 12 month
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Figure 5-2

Congestion and transmission congestion rights market

Real-time average shadow price
Real-time percent intervals congested

Day-ahead average shadow price
Day-ahead percent intervals congested

TMP208_24721 Dover Switch-Okeene 138kV (WFEC) ftlo Wuakomis Tap-Waukomis 138kV (OKGE)
TMP292_25845* Nashua MPS-Liberty West Tap 161kV (MPS) ftlo Nashua-Hawthorn 345kV (WR)
TEMP29_23044* Stonewall Tap-Tupelo Tap 138kV (WFEC) ftlo Pittsburg-Valliant 345kV (CSWS)
NEORIVNEOBLC* Neosho-Riverton 161kV (EDE-WR) ftlo Neosho-Blackberry 345kV (AECI-WR)
FRAMIDCANCED Franklin-Midwest 138kV (OKGE-WFEC) ftlo Cedar Lane-Canadian 138kV (OKGE)
TMP423_25727* Maryville-Midway 161kV (MPS) ftlo Maryville-Nodaway 161kV (AECI)
TMP158_26138 Colby-Atwood 115kV (MIDW) ftlo 5 contingent elements 115kV (SECI)
RAUTEKRAUFTC* Raun-Tekamah 161kV ftlo Raun-Fort Calhoun 345kV (OPPD-MEC)
TMP170_20876* Kelly-Tecumseh Hill 161kV (WR) ftlo Cooper-St. Joseph 345kV (NPPD-MPS)
WBUWAFAMOOVE* Warrensburg-Whiteman AFB 161kV (MPS) ftlo Sibley-Overton 345kV (KCPL-AMRN)
* SPP market-to-market flowgate

Eight of the top ten most congested flowgates for the last 12 months are located in western
Missouri (5) and Oklahoma (3). The most congested flowgate over the past 12 months remains
TMP208_24721 (Okeene-Dover Sw. 138kV [WFEC] for the loss of Waukomis-Waukomis Tap
138kV [OKGE]). Most of the congestion can be attributed to high west-to-east flows, along with
outside impacts on the eastern edge of the SPP footprint.
One way to analyze transmission congestion is to study the total incidence of intervals in which
a flowgate was either breached or binding. A breached condition is one in which the load on
the flowgate exceeds the effective limit. A binding flowgate is one in which flow over the
element has reached but not exceeded its effective limit.
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The figures below show the percent of intervals by month that had at least one breach, had only
binding flowgates (but no breaches), or had no flowgates that were breached or binding
(uncongested) in both the day-ahead (Figure 5–3) and real-time (Figure 5–4) markets.
Figure 5-3
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Typically, in the day-ahead market over 99 percent of all intervals have only binding constraints,
with uncongested intervals and intervals with a breach making up just a fraction of all intervals.
However, in February 2021, due to the winter weather event, 21 percent of all intervals had a
breach.
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Figure 5-4
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Congestion by interval, real-time
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Overall, real-time market congestion for winter 2021 in terms of intervals with breached
flowgates increased to nearly 60 percent of all intervals. February 2021 saw a record high 76
percent of intervals breached. Transmission and generation outages, along with higher levels of
imports, are the most likely causes of this increased congestion. Many of these outages and
increased imports are a result of the winter weather event in February.

5.2 TRANSMISSION CONGESTION RIGHTS MARKET
The transmission congestion right and auction revenue right net payments paid to entities in the
SPP are shown in Figure 5–5.
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Total congestion payments, winter

During winter 2021, load-serving entities earned $213 million in congestion payments. These
payments exceeded their day-ahead congestion cost of $192 million. Real-time congestion
costs did not aid load-serving entities, and increased the total congestion cost to $219 million.
When compared to winter 2020, the 2021 difference between congestion payments and total
congestion costs decreased from a surplus of $44 million to a deficit of $6 million.
The deficit between the congestion payments and the total congestion cost shows that overall,
for the quarter, load-serving entities did not fully cover their congestion cost through the
congestion hedging market.
Additionally, non-load-serving and financial-only entities received congestion payments of $72
million. These payments did not exceed their $112 million in day-ahead congestion costs. Realtime congestion costs did not aid non-load-serving and financial-only entities and increased
their total congestion cost by $32 million to $144 million. This shows the $72 million in
payments to non-load-serving, and financial-only entities did not fully cover their total
congestion cost through the transmission congestion rights market.
Moreover, day-ahead congestion costs increased 156 percent for load-serving entities and 128
percent for non-load-serving and financial-only entities when compared to winter 2020.
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Figure 5-6 shows, by market participant, 15 the day-ahead congestion exposure along with the
value of all congestion hedges, as well as the net overall position.
Figure 5-6

Net congestion revenue by market participant, winter
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Figure 5-6 highlights that 55 percent of participants received positive net revenues, while 45
percent of participants held hedges that did not cover their day-ahead congestion costs. The
bottom five participants collectively paid $73 million more in congestion costs than was offset
by their auction revenue right and transmission congestion right positions. This is a drastic
increase in the related figure in winter 2020 where the bottom five participants collectively lost
$10 million.
Figure 5-7 shows, by market participant, the day-ahead and real-time congestion exposure
along with the value of all congestion hedges, as well as the net overall position.

15

Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 reference market participants who hold ARR entitlements.
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Net congestion revenue by market participant, winter
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Figure 5-7 highlights that 51 percent of participants received positive net revenues, while 49
percent of participants held hedges that did not cover their total congestion costs. The bottom
five participants collectively paid $85 million more in congestion costs than was offset by their
auction revenue right and transmission congestion right positions. This is also a drastic increase
over and above winter 2020 figure of $10 million.
Figure 5-8
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Figure 5-8 above shows transmission congestion right funding, day-ahead revenue, net
surplus/shortfall, and transmission congestion right funding percent. Total TCR funding for
winter 2021 was 97 percent, up from 93 percent in winter 2020. The majority of the February
overfunding coincides with the winter weather event. The MMU is currently reviewing the event,
and, if appropriate, will incorporate additional information pursuant to topic in future reports.
Daily observations of transmission congestion right funding for the 2019, 2020, and 2021 winter
periods are shown in Figure 5-9.
Figure 5-9

Transmission congestion right funding, winter
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Slightly more than one half of the daily observations of transmission congestion right funding
fell between 80 percent and 120 percent over the 2020 winter quarter. 16 The funding
distributions have shifted noticeably toward lower percentages when compared to the 2020 and
2019 winter quarters. In winter 2021, 27 percent of the funding events for the quarter fell
between 45 percent and 79 percent funded. However, the overfunding associated with the
winter weather event, meaningfully offset the underfunding associated with these operating
days.

16

Fifty-eight percent of the winter 2021 funding observations fell within this range.
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Figure 5-10 shows transmission congestion right revenue, auction revenue right funding, net
surplus, and auction revenue right funding percent.
Auction revenue right funding
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Auction revenue right funding percentages were relatively stable over the winter 2021 quarter,
and were quite similar to the funding percentages observed in winter 2020.
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6 SPECIAL ISSUES
February 2021 winter weather event
February 2021 saw a historic weather event that affected much of the United States, including
the Southwest Power Pool footprint. Snow, ice, and record low temperatures were recorded in
much of the U.S. In addition to effects on the SPP region, both the Midcontinent Independent
System Operator (MISO) 17 and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) 18 saw impacts
with resulting emergency conditions from the event.
Below are a few statistics regarding the event:
•

Seventy-three percent of mainland U.S. was covered in snow 19

•

3,000 daily and 79 all-time local low temperature records were broken20

•

“Comparable to the historical cold snaps of February 1899 & 1905.” 21

The extent of the cold weather is shown in Figure 6-1.
Figure 6-1

Extent of cold weather

2021 Arctic Storm / MISO’s Reliability Imperative, MISO Board of Directors Meeting, March 25, 2021
Review of February 2021 Extreme Cold Weather Event, Board of Directors Meeting, February 24, 2021
19
National Operating Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center
20
National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center
21
National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center
17
18
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Figure 6-2
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Event timeline

February 4

SPP Balancing Authority (BA) issued cold weather alert to grid
operators

February 8

Issued resource alert to grid operators to “implement resource
preparations… ensure resource commitment start-up and run
times… report fuel shortages and transmission outages”

February 9

SPP declared conservative operations until further notice

February 10

MMU began receiving requests from market participants to switch
fuel sources for offers, most from gas to oil

February 11

SPP Operators committed generating resources for February 13 –
16 using Multi-Day Reliability Assessment process
MMU received its first notification of an offer over $1,000/MWh

February 13

SPP reminded market participants of emergency cap and offer
processes

February 14

SPP requested member companies issue public appeals for
conservation
SPP declared Energy Emergency Alert 1 (EEA1) to be effective
February 15 at 5:00 a.m.

February 15

5:00 a.m.
7:22 a.m.
10:08 a.m.
12:04 p.m.
1:01 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

EEA1 declared
EEA2 declared
EEA3 declared, new record winter peak set
Temporary service interruptions began, 610 MW of load shed
EEA3 still in effect, service interruptions restored
EEA2 declared

February 16

6:15 a.m.
6:44 a.m.
10:07 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:31 p.m.
6:28 p.m.

EEA3 declared
Temporary service interruptions began, 2,718 MW of load shed
EEA3 still in effect, demand interruptions restored
EEA2 declared
EEA1 declared
EEA2 declared

February 17

1:15 p.m.
6:20 p.m.
10:59 p.m.

EEA1 declared
EEA2 declared
EEA1 declared

February 18

9:30 a.m.
6:25 p.m.
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February 19

9:20 a.m.

February 20

10:00 p.m.

Figure 6-3
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SPP ended Energy Emergency Alert and remained in conservative
operations until February 20 at 10:00 p.m., with appeal for public
conservation
SPP declared normal operations

SPP Balancing Authority operating levels

Levels/alerts defined by SPP operating plans

Levels defined by NERC EOP-011-1

* These are paraphrased, summarized definitions. Full definitions: https://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Reliability%20Standards/EOP011-1.pdf

The temporary service interruptions were keyed by three drivers:
1. Generation unavailability
a. Lack of fuel supply
b. Icing and extreme cold weather-related outages
2. Rapid reduction of energy imports
a. Related to transmission congestion
b. Tightening supply and emergency conditions in neighboring areas
3. Record winter energy consumption
On February 10, the Market Monitoring Unit started to receive communication from market
participants that they would be updating their offers due to switching fuel sources, mostly from
gas to oil. On February 11, the MMU received the first notification of an offer over $1,000/MWh.
This was the first such offer received since FERC Order No. 831 was implemented in 2020. FERC
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Order No. 831 defines the conditions and process by which resources are allowed to offer into
the market above the Safety-net Energy Offer Cap, which is currently set at $1,000/MWh for the
SPP Integrated Marketplace 22. The process by which resources may submit offers in excess of
the Safety-net Energy Offer Cap in the SPP market is detailed in Section 3.2 (J) of Attachment AF
of the SPP Tariff. Per this process, the offers over $1000/MWh must verified by the Market
Monitor before being used in the market clearing process or eligible for make-whole payments.
This fuel switching and the offers over $1,000/MWh were a result of rapidly increasing natural
gas prices. Figure 6-4 shows natural gas prices at the Henry Hub, plus other hubs that SPP
market participants commonly use as a fuel index for their offers

Day-ahead natural gas ($/MMBtu)

Figure 6-4

Natural gas prices
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As is shown above, natural gas prices started a sudden and rapid rise around February 10, with
Southern Star reaching $300/MMBtu, Panhandle Eastern reaching $210/MMBtu, and ONG at
Tulsa reaching $1,066/MMBtu. Prior to this gas prices were trading at around $2.50/MMBtu.
Because of these high prices, market participants started raising their offers to compensate for

22

For further information see SPP tariff attachment AE 4.1.1.
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the increased natural gas price. In addition, gas pipelines were alerting customers that fuel
supply was limited, and gas supply may be curtailed.
Due to the high demands for natural gas for residential heating, natural gas for power plants
started becoming more scarce. In addition, freezing of natural gas facilities at wellheads,
pipelines, and pumping stations contributed to the shortage of natural gas. In some cases, the
MMU observed that market participants were not able to obtain natural gas supply at any price.
This had an effect on generation outages, as shown in Figure 6-5.
Figure 6-5

Generation outages, by reason
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On February 10, about 3,000 MW of generation was on outage due to fuel supply issues.
Generation outages for fuel supply issues started to climb steadily on February 13, peaking at a
little over 18,000 MW of generation on outage due to fuel supply issues on February 18.
Generation outages by fuel type of resource are shown in Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-6
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Generation outages, by fuel type
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Because of the natural gas shortage issues discussed above, natural gas generation saw
increased outages during the winter weather event. On February 10, about 3,750 MW of natural
gas, combined-cycle generation and 8,000 MW of gas, simple-cycle generation was on outage.
In parallel with the outages for fuel supply issues, outages for natural gas resources began to
rise steadily starting on February 13, and peaking at nearly 25,000 MW on outage on February
18.
Many wind resources in the SPP footprint were affected by an icing event on February 7 and 8.
Due to the low temperatures, recovery from the icing was slow. On February 10, just over
11,000 MW of wind generation was on outage. During the peak of the winter weather event,
just over 8,000 MW of wind generation was on outage.
Figure 6-7 shows the total SPP aggregate real-time generation supply curves by offer price for
both the 2019 and 2020 winter seasons, 23 along with February 15 and 18, 2021. Resources in
“outage” status were excluded from the supply curve. The aggregate generation supply curves
were calculated by using the real-time offers of non-wind resources and wind forecast data for

23

Both the 2019 and 2020 winter season curves are for the peak winter day in those years.
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wind resources. These supply curves represent the offers as offered by market participants, and
do not account for the capping of offers per FERC Order No. 831.
Figure 6-7

Supply curve, uncapped offers
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Total aggregate real-time generation supply for winter 2019 was 56,589 MW, with a maximum
price of $732/MWh, and winter 2020 was 63,377 MW with a maximum price of $712/MWh. On
February 15, the aggregate real-time generation supply was 45,991 MW with a maximum price
of $6,302/MWh; and on February 18 real-time supply was 40,305 MW with the maximum price
exceeding $10,000/MWh. Most notable is that prices on the 2019 and 2020 supply curves do
not start to rise sharply until reaching almost the end of their curves. In comparison, the supply
curves for both February 15 and 18 start to climb sharply just above 30,000 MW of supply. This
illustrates the high prices for generation driven by the high natural gas prices, as well as the
impact of outages during the winter weather event.
As noted, the supply curve above shows uncapped offers. For purposes of price (LMP)
calculation, an offer above $1,000/MWh is limited to a maximum of $2,000/MWh and must be
verified by the MMU prior to the start of the market clearing process. If the offer cannot be
verified prior to the start of market clearing, then the offer defaults to $1,000/MWh and the
resource may be able to receive make-whole payments for its actual costs after verification by
the MMU. If the verified resource offer is over $2,000/MWh, then the offer will be capped at
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$2,000/MWh in the market clearing process. The resource may then be eligible for make-whole
payments for actual costs exceeding $2,000/MWh after verification by the MMU. Market
participants must submit evidence of actual costs for offers above $1,000/MWh to the MMU,
and the MMU will verify the actual costs for use in make-whole payments. In order to include
the costs of the make-whole payments in the S53 settlement statement, the current tariff
language states that submission of evidence must occur within 35 days of the operating day,
and the verification must be completed by the MMU by the business day prior to 45 days after
the operating day. 24 SPP and the MMU submitted a waiver request to FERC to extend the time
for evidence submission to 75 days after the operating day, and to extend the time for
verification to 105 days following the operating day. The waiver was granted by FERC in Order
ER21-1331-000. 25
Figure 6-8 shows day-ahead supply and demand curves for two selected days during the winter
weather event. The curves are an average of the 24 hours.
Figure 6-8

Day-ahead supply and demand curve, capped offers
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SPP Tariff, Attachment AF, Section 3.2 (J).

25

Order ER21-1331-000.
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As shown above, the supply curves show flattening at the $1,000/MWh and $2,000/MWh caps,
which is consistent with the capping associated with FERC Order No. 831. Also evident is on
February 18 the supply and demand curves do not intersect. This is because of demand
exceeding supply during the period. If supply is not sufficient to meet demand, the day-ahead
security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC) process will curtail non-firm fixed export
transactions and then if still not met, incorporate capacity up to resources’ emergency maximum
operating limit.
Typically, generation in the SPP footprint meets most of the load in the footprint. However,
during this event, imports played a significant role in meeting load, as shown in Figure 6-9.
Figure 6-9

Generation and net imports/exports compared to load
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As shown above, net imports helped SPP meet load during the days leading up to the winter
weather event, as well as during the event. On February 19 and 20, the import/export amounts
returned to the more typical pattern where SPP is net importing a small amount during the peak
hours of the day, and net exporting a small amount during the off-peak hours.
Figure 6-10 shows hourly average imports and exports by interface during the winter weather
event.
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Imports and exports by interface, hourly average, real-time
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Typically, the net imports or exports for SPP average between +/- 200 MW per hour. As shown
above, imports greatly increased leading up to the event and during the event. PJM, which
typically has negligible imports (typically less than 1 MW hourly) to SPP, was sending nearly
3,600 MW during some hours due to the high prices in the SPP region. In the early morning
hours of February 16, MISO curtailed their exports to SPP, and PJM exports to SPP through
MISO, due to emergency conditions on the MISO system. This exacerbated the shortages in
SPP, which then moved to an EEA3. During this EEA3 event, non-firm exports from SPP to
ERCOT were also curtailed.
Generation by fuel-type during the winter event is shown in Figure 6-11.
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Generation by fuel type, real-time
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The highest level of hourly gas generation in the days prior to the winter weather event was
around 17 GW. During the two EEA periods, total hourly gas generation was in the 10 to 11 GW
range. The highest wind generation in the days leading up to the event was nearly 10 GW.
During the two EEA periods, wind generation was around 4 GW. Wind generation is discussed
in more detail below. Coal generation remained steady in the days leading to the event, as well
as during the EEA3 periods, with total hourly generation in the 15 to 18 GW range.
Wind generation during the event is shown in Figure 6-12.
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Wind generation, day-ahead versus real-time
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Although levels of wind generation during the winter weather event were low, real-time wind
generation was above the day-ahead figure for the majority of the event, except on February 17.
On February 17, the day-ahead scheduled wind was much higher than the wind generation in
both the day-ahead reliability unit commitment and the real-time market. The MMU is currently
reviewing the market outcomes for February 17.
Hourly energy prices for both the day-ahead and real-time markets are show in Figure 6-13.
The prices shown reflect the re-pricing that was done in the day-ahead market February 13 and
14 due to an error that prevented offers approved through the Order 831 process from being
included in the market optimization.
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Figure 6-13
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Day-ahead prices reached a peak of $4,393/MWh at hour beginning 5 a.m. on February 18,
while real-time prices reached a peak of $4,029/MWh at hour beginning 6 a.m. on February 16.26
Even though offers could not exceed the hard cap of $2,000/MWh, prices can exceed
$2,000/MWh for a few reasons. First, scarcity pricing can add over $1,700/MWh to the cleared
price when operating resources and regulation are short. In addition to scarcity pricing,
congestion and losses can also further drive prices above $2,000/MWh. Scarcity pricing was
active in 109 hours in the day-ahead market between February 11 and 20, and 943 intervals in
the real-time market during the same period.
Overall, in the day-ahead market, 126 consecutive hours had prices over $1,000/MWh starting at
hour beginning 6 a.m. on February 14 through hour beginning 11 a.m. on February 19. The realtime market saw 45 hours with an average price above $1,000/MWh during the period of
February 14 through February 18.
In addition, February 2021 saw the first widespread scarcity in the day-ahead market. Prior to
February, only three other hours (in December 2020) had day-ahead scarcity since the start of
SPP did initially publish a few real-time five-minute interval prices around $50,000/MWh. These were
calculated in error and were corrected. Corrected prices are posted at:
https://marketplace.spp.org/pages/rtbm-lmp-by-location#%2FRePrice
26
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the Integrated Marketplace. Day-ahead scarcity by day during the February cold weather event
is shown in Figure 6-14.
Scarcity intervals and marginal energy cost, day-ahead, February 11-20
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All day-ahead scarcity occurred in the period between February 14 and 19. On February 16, 17,
and 18, all hours of the day had both regulation-up and operating reserve scarcity in the dayahead market. February 17 saw regulation-down scarcity in 23 out of 24 hours of the day. For
the month of February, the average regulation-down scarcity price was $486/MWh, regulationdown was $131/MWh, and operating reserve scarcity was $1,061/MWh.
Real-time scarcity by day during the winter weather event is shown in Figure 6-15.
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Scarcity intervals and marginal energy cost, real-time, February 11-20
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During the peak of the winter weather event – February 15 through 17 – nearly two-thirds of all
real-time intervals saw scarcity pricing invoked. Operating reserve scarcity prices were above
$800/MWh for these three days, while the regulation-up scarcity price was in the $250/MWh
range for the period.
Make-whole payments by day for the day-ahead and real-time (or reliability unit commitment)
markets are shown in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17. Day-ahead make-whole payments are made
to market participants when a committed resource’s costs are greater than their day-ahead
market revenues. The make-whole payment amount is the difference between these two
amounts. Reliability unit commitment make-whole payments are made when the sum of a
resource’s costs associated with actual energy and cleared real-time balancing market operating
reserve is greater than the real-time balancing market revenues received. As with day-ahead
make-whole payments, the amount of the payment is the difference between the cost and
revenue. Additional make-whole payments may also occur as a result of fuel costs in excess of
the $1,000/MWh cap. 27

27

For further information see SPP tariff attachment AF 3.2 (J) and FERC Order Nos. 831 and 831-A.
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Figure 6-16
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Day-ahead make-whole payments
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As shown above, day-ahead make-whole payments were high during the winter weather event.
February 13 saw total day-ahead make-whole payments of nearly $175 million with nearly all of
those payments going to gas resources. February 14 saw total day-ahead make-whole
payments of nearly $315 million, again with nearly all payments going to gas resources. Total
make-whole payments since the integrated marketplace started in 2014 through 2020 were
approximately $550 million. During the winter event, day-ahead make whole payments were
just under $1 billion.
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Figure 6-17
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Real-time make-whole payments
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While not as high as day-ahead make-whole payments, real-time make-whole payments were
still much above typical levels. February 17 saw the highest daily amount of make-whole
payments at just over $50 million. In total, real-time make whole payments totaled just over
$190 million during the winter weather event.
The make-whole payments highlighted in this report are from the S7 settlement statement and
are subject to change on the S53 and S120 settlement statements. For instance, the MMU is
required to review actual gas costs. This review will likely impact both the S53 and S120
settlement statements. It is difficult to assess the precise amount of make-whole payments at
this time as there are factors that could cause this number to increase and decrease. We will
update these figures in future reports.
Conclusion
The MMU commends SPP staff and market participants in the efforts undertaken during the
winter event to reliably deliver power during unprecedented demand and supply conditions.
These conditions significantly stressed SPP markets and there are many lessons that can be
learned from this unique event.
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Given the volume of activity and significance of results, the MMU continues to evaluate market
performance and behavior. The MMU will independently present lessons learned and
recommendations as part of the comprehensive winter review process that will go to the SPP
board in July. The MMU intends to engage with several market working groups and committees
and present on a host of topics including price formation, the FERC Order No. 831 process, and
outages. We look forward to continuing to educate stakeholders on the market implications on
this event, and improving the market going forward.

The data and analysis provided in this report are for informational purposes only and shall not be considered or relied upon as market
advice or market settlement data. All analysis and opinions contained in this report are solely those of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit
(MMU), the independent market monitor for Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP). The MMU and SPP make no representations or
warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained herein. The MMU and
SPP shall have no liability to recipients of this information or third parties for the consequences that may arise from errors or
discrepancies in this information, for recipients’ or third parties’ reliance upon such information, or for any claim, loss, or damage of any
kind or nature whatsoever arising out of or in connection with:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

the deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or not known or disclosed to the authors;
any error or discrepancy in this information;
the use of this information, and;
any loss of business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not resulting from any of the foregoing.
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